MIND PATROL RIDER
Version February 2021

!! The Rider is part of our contract !!
We kept this Rider clear and simple and expect all requests to be fulfilled.
In case you have any questions about or problems with it, please contact us.
Contacts:
Band & Booking
band@mindpatrol.ch
Technical Requests
Yves Nellen
phone: +41 79 873 96 75
band@mindpatrol.ch
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Lineup / Travelparty
Band:
4 persons
Crew:
1-2 persons (depending on show location and other circumstances)
Please contact the band in case you need the exact number of our crew members or
detailed personal information
Hotel booking / travel options
For shows outside of Switzerland the promoter has to provide hotel rooms including
breakfast for the whole travelparty.
For shows in Switzerland depending on the distance to our hometown we would be happy
if the promoter could offer some sleepover options.
We require at least one parkinglot close to the venue
Backstage
We need a clean room that offers enough space and seats. (Sharing a room with other
bands is acceptable, as long as it's still comfortable and there is enough space for
everybody!) The backstage room must be kept clean and smoke-free
Merchandise
The promoter must provide enough space to present out merchandise. It must be well
illuminated. The band will hold 100% of their sales.
Payment / SUISA / GEMA
Unless otherwise agreed the band will get the full payment right after their show in cash.
The promoter must provide the GEMA- or SUISA-list upfront the show.
Recordings
All music from Mind Patrol is owned by the Band and therefore the show cannot be filmed
or sound-recorded without written permission of the band.
Mind Patrol is entitled to all rights of the recorded sound- and film / picture materials. For
permission and/or advice please contact the band upfront.
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2 vegan, 1 allergies and 1-2 omnivores
If you cannot handle vegan food, at least provide vegetarian food.
In this case please inform the band upfront.
Backstage / UPON ARRIVAL
Non-alcoholic drinks (water with- and without gas, cola, ice tea)
Energy Drinks
Enough Beer
Hard alcohol at least one bottle like Jägermeister, Vodka, Rum, Jin…
Coffee and Tea + sugar and milk
Some sweets like chocolate, snickers, m&m's, cookies...
Some fruits like bananas, apples, kiwis, oranges, grapes…
Dinner – For band and Crew
2 vegan, 1 allergies and 1-2 omnivores
The dinner must be fresh and nutritious quality food, rich on vitamins!
No fast food, please!
Vegan food should not contain soy products, instead provide warm cooked
vegetables and legumes (like peas, beans, lentils, chickpeas)
Please schedule times of serving the dinner with the band at arriving
If there is no dinner available we accept a buy-out of 15 Euro (or equal in local
currency) per meal to be paid to the band before doors open!
Our drummer has a vegetable allergy. Prepare some special food for example Pasta without
sauce, thanks in advance!
Stage
at least 8 small bottles (500ml) of still water
4 towels
After the Show
Wrapped Sandwiches (or similar finger food) with mixture of cheese,
ham & cheese, respectively vegan stuff for 4-6 people
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<TECHNICAL RIDER>
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General
The Band will travel (if not otherwise communicated) WITHOUT any sound-, monitoror lighttechnician
The promoter must provide qualified technicians for audio and lights who are
experienced with metal performances
The location needs a soundsystem which fits the size of the venue that provides
equal sound level and quality all over the listening area
Stage / Monitoring
optimal stagesize at least 5x6m
Drumriser 2x3m (optional)
A minimum of 3 independent monitor wedges, running on 3 individual lines,
all positioned downstage
The drummer will bring his own in-ear system for guitar sounds and does not need
any monitoring
The band needs power behind the drum, at the bass-and the guitar amps (at least
4x230V)
The band moves a lot on stage. Make sure to have enough space for them
Backline Requirements
Drums:
1x bassdrum, 2x rack tom, 1x floor tom, at least 4 stands for cymbals
1x drum carpet (2x3m)
Guitars:
2x guitar cab (4x12) 8-16 Ohm inputBass:
1x bass cabinet, speakon-jack adapter cable
Mics:
3x microphone + stand, 1x DI-Box
Equipment Mind Patrol brings
Drums:
1x Drumthrone, 1x Kickdrum Pedal, Snare + Stand, Cymbals, In-Ear-System
Guitars:
1x Kemper active Amp, 1x Hugh & Kettner Amp, 4x E-Guitars,
2x Wireless-system, Jack-Cables
Bass:
1x Bass Amp, 1x Bassguitar, 1x Wireless-system
Stageprops: 1x Backdrop 4x3m

2x Sidedrops 1x2m incl. stands
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You find all our documents like biography, band pictures, logo etc. on our homepage
EN: http://www.mindpatrol.ch/en/presskit/
DE: http://www.mindpatrol.ch/presskit/
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